Jay Chiat Awards–Global

executive summary
The U.S., Turkey and Norway. It’d be hard to find three more distinct cultures. But letgo, an app for buying and
selling secondhand goods, wanted to take over all three of them. And we managed to do it by discovering one of
the few things they had in common. We learned that Americans, Norwegians and Turks had a habit of holding on
to stuﬀ they didn’t need anymore. But they all had a hard time parting with their things for very diﬀerent reasons.

This case study shows that by tapping into psychological diﬀerences between these cultures, we were able to
use a very similar approach to communications. And that, when it comes to learning about cultures, nothing
beats talking to people—wherever they may be.
Our approach grew letgo from an unknown app to a recognized category disruptor and app store leader
across markets. Today, letgo has 20 million monthly active users worldwide—with 66% of them sellers—
and is on track to facilitate $23 billion in transactions by mid-2017.

background
Towards the end of 2015, the global classifieds industry was in a state of flux. Virtual flea markets had evolved di!erently across
countries and categories. In developed secondhand markets like Norway, category leaders owned horizontal and vertical marketplaces.
In other markets like Turkey, the real estate and cars verticals had taken o!, but they were lagging behind in secondhand goods.
Despite the varied state of each country’s classifieds market, one thing remained true: most players had not evolved with consumers’
mobile behaviors. People needed a better way to secondhand.
letgo, a new mobile app for buying and selling used goods locally, came to us with big ambitions: to ‘mobilize’ the slowing secondhand
economy by making it fun and simple.
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challenge + approach
You’d be hard pressed to find three more distinct cultures
with more distinct secondhand behaviors than the U.S.,
Norway and Turkey. Our hunch was that our communications
would have to be just as distinct as well. We took each in
turn, ready to create bespoke approaches.
We started with the U.S., as it posed the clearest opportunity
due to its size and the void in the category. Local leader
Craigslist had failed to modernize and was plagued with
perception problems, from safety concerns to poor usability.
But letgo wasn’t the only one to recognize this. The U.S.
classifieds market was becoming cluttered with mobile apps
—O!erUp, Wallapop, Close5—all claiming the same rational
benefits (mobile, local, fast, easy). We needed to di!erentiate
our brand by telling consumers why they need us, without
fighting over functionality.
As an industry newcomer, letgo had to get people posting
items on the app—and fast—so buyers would find a suitable
range of inventory. Our challenge was simple: get people
selling their used stu! on letgo.
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insight
To understand Americans’ relationship with secondhand, we dove into why current Craigslist users across the country were—or
weren’t—selling their old stuﬀ. Our discussions revealed that everyone from die-hard secondhanders, to weekend thrifters and
skeptics alike saw the rational benefits of selling secondhand—extra cash, less clutter, environmentally friendly—but they all
claimed they had nothing to sell. We knew this wasn’t true. In fact, there is around $3,000 in unused goods in every American
household.1
When we asked about specific items they own but never use, a typical set of excuses came into play:

“

“

“

What if I
need it later?!

I convince myself that I'll wear about half of my
wardrobe again someday, even if I know I won't.

I just spent so much time with the iPod
that I don’t want to throw it away.

“

-Katie Q.

“

-Sol M.

“

-Jaclyn S.

Qualitative research, 2015.

This borderline-hoarder behavior is so pervasive, there are more storage facilities in the U.S. than McDonald’s, Subways and
Starbucks, combined.2 Yes, that’s right. Americans have become so consumed with having, they would rather pay to keep stuﬀ
they don’t use than get money for selling it.
This contradictory and senseless attitude led us to our insight: Americans’ obsession with stuﬀ has made them irrationally
attached to things they own, but no longer need.

1. eBay/Nielsen & U.S. Census Bureau, 2015

2. Self-Storage Association, National Association of Professional Organizers, 2015

campaign

On a rational level, our audience understood the value of buying and selling secondhand. But in action, they made every excuse not
to. Rather than telling people why they should secondhand with letgo, we developed a simple campaign to show people how holding
onto stuﬀ goes against their best interest: It’s really time to letgo.
We created TV spots that feature everyday people driven into absurdly precarious scenarios due to their irrational attachment to an
item they no longer need. The casual, all-too-familiar dialogue contrasting the drama of the scene highlighted the absurdity of people’s
attachment to objects. We also brought in more nuanced and relatable moments of irrational attachment from our focus groups:
changing life stages, aspirational objects, trends and forgotten hobbies.

going
global

The U.S. campaign was a
success (more on this later).
Norway and Turkey were next.
The question became: how would
our consumer insight resonate in
such diﬀerent cultures and
secondhand markets?

There’s always someone else ready
to take over where you left off.
female, 25-35

“

I was relieved with the purchase but sad to see
it go. I sold my dreams so I could buy beer.

“

Norwegians’ environmental and
financially conscious practices have
paved the way for a flourishing
secondhand market, led by classifieds
giant FINN. But through focus groups
in Oslo we found that, as prevalent as
their sustainable behaviors may be,
people still held onto things, albeit at a
smaller scale.

“

“

norway

male, 25-35

“

You want to support somebody who you get the feeling is
doing their “thing” because we’re all about doing your own
thing or finding the thing we dream about or we love.

“

Rather than American consumerism
driving their attachment to stu!,
Norwegians did so in the hope of one
day realizing their dreams. Selling your
stu! felt like defeat, like you were
selling your ambitions. They only felt
relief if their item went to the right
buyer. In order succeed in this market,
we needed sellers to feel like they
weren’t just selling their stu!, they
were passing the baton.

male, 18-24

Qualitative research, 2015.

norway

Exploring their culture allowed us to adapt our “It’s really time to letgo” campaign to do just that. We identified categories every
Norwegian relates to—fishing, boating and coﬀee—in settings every Norwegian recognizes—the coast, Oslo and fjellvett
(Norwegian mountain code). Buyers featured in the ads were more appropriate owners for the item, giving a nod to that dream
living on. Our brand voice came to life locally in the very Norwegian quirky dry wit, a perfect pairing for our hyperbolic storylines.

“

I separate [my old stuff] into two groups.
I prioritize my relatives and then stuff that
nobody wants, I give them to the needy.
female, 20-35

“

Why would I sell things
when we have homeless Syrian
refugees everywhere?

“

When we probed further, it was evident this
system wasn’t entirely working for them. Some
things can’t be given away because they have
no utility to friends and family, like scubadiving gear, or because giving it to someone
in need would be condescending, like a high
fashion handbag. We saw these categories
as our way to give Turks social and moral
permission to sell.

female, 20-35

“

When it came time to launch in Turkey,
we found that beyond cars and real estate,
secondhanding online was virtually
nonexistent. After meeting with groups in
Istanbul, we realized that there was an
unwritten rule in society: giving away is the
right thing to do.

“

There are clothes I put on just once, especially evening gowns. I plan
to sell them but it feels like people will misunderstand that. They might
think, don’t I have enough money? Why sell instead of giving it away?

“

turkey

male, 20-35

Qualitative research, 2015.

turkey

A local idiom “atsan atılmaz satsan satılmaz” (“Can’t give it way, can’t sell it either”) was the crowning moment between strategy and
creative. It’s the phrase Turks use to describe things you’re stuck with in life, like your mother-in-law, but also perfectly describes
those key categories that can’t be given away, like recreational equipment. We leveraged this phrase and incorporated the more
Turkish over-the-top, physical humor in our launch campaign to show how holding onto things gets in the way of living your life.

results
By discovering one of the few things these three cultures had in common—their inability to let go—and the nuances that drove this
behavior, our “glocal” launch succeeded beyond our expectations. letgo soared in Google Play & App Store rankings across markets,
taking competitors by storm and reaching top positions in our app category within weeks of launch. Today, letgo has 20 million
monthly active users worldwide—with 66% of them sellers—and are on track to facilitate $23 billion in transactions by mid-2017.
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results
united
states

In just six months, letgo went from a virtually unknown name to awareness levels
expected of 2-year-old brands, stealing share from category leaders who had been in
the market much longer. Today, the campaign has over 80% aided awareness and is
among the top three classified brands in the country. Our TV campaign scored in
the top 10% of the Millward Brown’s e!ectiveness database, showing a strong
combination of persuasion and breakthrough entertainment. Millward Brown, 5/2017
Within six months of launching, the campaign reached brand
awareness levels of Facebook in the country—at 76% among our
target. Our launch shook up the market so much that it incited an
aggressive reaction on TV and digital from local classifieds giant, Finn.

norway

Opinion Research Company, 1/2017

By the end of our launch year, letgo’s total brand awareness hit 90%
among our target audience. letgo reached 21% top-of-mind
awareness and 70% spontaneous awareness, surpassing other
players and reducing usage levels of local competitor, Sahibinden.

turkey

FutureBright Research Company, 4/2017

Around the
world, letgo
is a force to be
reckoned with
in classifieds.
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